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ABSTRACT
A steady-state Actuator force model using the RANS equations is developed to calculate the power
production and the flow through arrays of tidal or river Darrieus turbines. It uses detailed three di-
mensional force distributions depending on the position on the turbine, obtained beforehand by a set
of blade-resolved URANS simulations of the turbine. New power coefficient and force coefficient
laws depending on the local velocity instead of the upstream velocity are established and appear to be
independent from the local turbine blockage in an array. Those laws are used to construct a model that
adapt the Actuator force distributions to the local velocity of the flow reaching each turbine, in order
to simulate each turbine functioning close to its maximum efficiency point. The model is validated
against experimental measurements on a reduced-scale Darrieus turbine. A fence farm configuration
and a two row farm configuration are investigated and compared to results of the same model adapted
in two dimensions. The local blockage effect is more favorable for fences than for staggered turbine
configurations, increasing the local velocity and the power production for each turbine.

1. Introduction
Tidal energy is currently undergoing fast progress, and

the first deployment projects of several machines are planned
at different places in theworld. In the future, simplifiedmod-
els will be needed for choosing the location of several tens of
turbines in an array and studying their influence on the hy-
drodynamic currents in the vast oceanic areas impacted. The
wake interaction between turbines must be considered, with
the influence of the velocity deficit and turbulence created
by the upstream turbines in an array. The influence of the
upstream turbulence intensity was clearly shown by Mycek
et al. (2014) for horizontal axis tidal turbines. They mea-
sured experimentally that the wake of a turbine placed in a
zone of high turbulence (15% turbulence intensity) recov-
ered much faster than for low turbulence (3% turbulence in-
tensity).

Our study focuses on vertical axis water turbines, which
have the main advantage of being insensitive to the direc-
tion of the upstream flow. They are also less sensitive to the
upstream turbulence level, as Boudreau and Dumas (2017)
showed comparing the CFD results of various turbine mod-
els. A large eddy simulation (LES) conducted by Guillaud
et al. (2016) showed in details the different vortices created
in all parts of a Darrieus vertical axis turbine, including the
arm-shaft connections and the blade tips. Those vortices
lead to a big reduction of the turbine efficiency. This sim-
ulation model is the more accurate to describe the turbine
behavior, yet it requires huge computational resources which
is prohibitive for array optimization.

Different approaches have been used to reduce the com-
putational costs. For axial turbines, analyticalmethods based
on the Betz-Joukowsky law (the Actuator Disk method) have
been improved to take into account the confinement of stream
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turbines, due to the presence of the bathymetry, free sur-
face and the other adjacent turbines (Garrett and Cummins,
2007; Whelan et al., 2009). The models were extended to an
array of tidal stream turbines by Vennell (2013) or Draper
and Nishino (2014). Simplified CFD models seem promis-
ing. At the oceanic scale, large domains and long dura-
tion are computed thanks to 2D models, in order to simulate
properly the effects of the tides at a potential site all along
the year. Two different approaches exist to compute the ef-
fect of a tidal turbine: it can be modeled by a friction force
on the bottom (Kramer and Piggott, 2016), or by adding a
force source term in themomentum equations (Thiébot et al.,
2016), bothmethods representing the action of the turbine on
the mean flow in the vertical water column with significantly
the same results. Three-dimensional simulations might be
useful to take into account the 3D characteristic of the flow
and the bathymetry more precisely as in Nguyen et al. (2019)
or Thiébot et al. (2020). Wimshurst and Willden (2016)
showed using an Actuator Disk (AD) approach that a tur-
bine at a location where water depth is diminishing (in the
current direction) produces less power than the same turbine
at a location with increasing water depth. This is due tomod-
ifications in the boundary layer, as turbines are often placed
at elevations that are still impacted by the velocity reduction
in the bed boundary layer.

To improve AD models, the blade-element method em-
bedded in a RANS solver (RANS-BE) can be used for the
different types of turbines, to calculate the forces to impose
in the so-called Actuator Line models. A force distribution
depending on the position on the turbine and depending on
time is used instead of the uniform force distribution of AD
models. Such simulations were done for axial turbines us-
ing the RANS approach for modeling turbulence (Edmunds
et al., 2017), with a good accuracy. The method to obtain
the force distribution seems crucial, especially for Darrieus
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turbines where the stall phenomenon occurs. In their Actua-
tor LineMethod, Shamsoddin and Port´e-Agel (2014), Men-
doza et al. (2019) and Grondeau et al. (2019) calculated the
force distribution on Darrieus turbine blades with a semi-
empirical dynamic stall model. They used the LES turbu-
lence model and were able to calculate the wake of one tur-
bine with a great accuracy.

In array configurations, the flow reaching each turbine is
modified due to the local blockage defined as the fraction of
the channel section occupied by the turbines. The behavior
of the turbine for those different flow conditions will deter-
mine the distribution forces that have to be imposed. The
turbine regulation is important and will act on the operating
point used. Equipping the turbines with variable speed tech-
nology seems the most promising issue and allows the use of
a maximum power point tracking (MPPT) system, in order
to always take advantage of the best efficiency point of the
turbine. The local velocity that is striking each turbine of
an array must be used to calculate the best efficiency point
for this flow configuration. For axial turbines, Nishino and
Draper (2015) used the RANS k-�model to obtain the veloc-
ity in each cell of their Actuator Disk volume. The turbine
forces are deduced using the drag coefficient value corre-
sponding to the best efficiency point of the turbine. An elab-
orate Actuator cylinder method based on the RANS k-! SST
model was developed by Shives et al. (2017) for cross flow
turbines. The drag coefficient and power coefficient values
were also depending on the upstream Reynolds number and
turbulence intensity, in order to be accurate for different flow
conditions. Satisfactory velocity deficits are achieved in the
wake, thanks to the SST eddy-viscosity limiter that prevents
a too fast velocity recovery.

A few array layout behaviors have been investigated in
the literature. A power production law for turbines side by
side in a channel (the fence configuration) was proposed by
Garrett and Cummins (2007). They found out that turbines
in a fence benefit from local blockage effects if they arework-
ing at their optimal operating point. Vogel andWillden (2017,
2019) used a BEM model with the forces and power pro-
duction adapting to several tested advance parameters. They
found out a maximal power production increase of 26% for
a fence of eight machines compared to the power produc-
tion of the same isolated machines in free-stream conditions,
with a mean power coefficient Cp=0.608 instead of 0.484.
Dominguez et al. (2016) considered 2D fences of ducted
cross-flow water turbines. A power increase factor equal to
2.6was found for a fence containing 15 turbineswith a lateral
spacing of 1 turbine width and a blockage ratio of 0.4. More
recently an experimental study (McNaughton et al., 2019)
showed that two side-by-side axial turbines witness a power
production increase if they are placed close to each other
and operate at their new optimal advance parameter. Con-
cerning staggered configurations, the URANS farm simula-
tion realized by Nuernberg and Tao (2018) showed a small
increase of the production of turbines placed closely down-
stream and on the side of a first one, with a maximum 11%
power increase. Ordonez-Sanchez et al. (2017) did experi-

Figure 1: Reduced-scale Darrieus turbine tested and modeled
in the simulations

mental measurements for different configurations of cross-
flow turbine arrays and also found power increases when
adapting the turbine advance parameters.

The present study aims at developing a 3D steady-state
method for turbine array modelings that does not need aero-
dynamic foil coefficients nor empirical data for taking into
account the rotating blades and the possible stall phenomenons.
Moreover, the proposed method allows one to calculate the
turbine power production with a good accuracy, and differ-
ent farm configurations are tested. The turbine used is a
three-bladed (n=3) reduced-scale Darrieus turbine, that had
already been experimented by Maître et al. (2013). Its char-
acteristics are presented in Figure 1. It has a diameter D=175
mm and a height H=175 mm. The blades are NACA0018
profiles, with a camber following a rotating circle of diame-
ter 175mm. Its chord value is c=32mm, leading to a solidity
2nc/D=1.1. The upstream flow direction is represented by
the vector U∞, and the rotational speed Ω is controlled. The
turbine advance parameter is defined in a classical way as
� = ΩD∕(2U∞). The origin of all coordinates in this work isthe intersection of the rotation axis and the mid-height plane
of the turbine. The x axis is along the inlet flow direction, z
is the vertical axis and y the transverse axis.

The force distributions used are obtained from a few un-
steady RANS rotor-stator simulations of the turbine done for
different upstream flow conditions. An interpolation from
those force distributions is performed for intermediate cases.
The model developed adapts the force values to the upstream
flow velocity, with an equation linking those forces to the
local velocity calculated for each turbine. Therefore simula-
tions of any configuration of turbine array can be easily per-
formed without having to tune any parameter. The method
can be extended to axial turbine or others. In any case the
mesh used is cartesian, which will be an advantage in the fu-
ture to calculate the influence of themasts or external parts of
the turbine not represented in this study. Those parts could
be modeled by adding the corresponding drag force in the
affected cells, or by the use of IBMmethods that prove to be
efficient on cartesian meshes (Constant et al., 2017).
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2. Methodology
2.1. Preliminary URANS simulations

The force distributions imposed in the adaptive model
are results obtained beforehand from unsteady blade-resolved
simulations of the Darrieus turbine. These simulations are
done with the open source software OpenFoam4.1. ARANS
turbulence closure model is used with the k-Omega Shear
Stress Transport linear eddy viscosity equations (Menter, 1994;
Menter et al., 2003). This model has two equations on k and
!, and allows to capture correctly the flow separation. It has
been widely used to calculate the performances and loads of
cross-flow turbines. Maître et al. (2013) used this turbulence
model and did a mesh sensitivity analysis for a 2D simula-
tion of a Darrieus turbine. To capture the boundary layer
flow near the turbine, they found out that the maximum di-
mensionless wall distance y+ has to be lower than 5 (with
good results obtained for values always lower than 2), and
the mean y+ value has to be less than 1. Kramer et al. (2015)
showed that a 3D URANS simulation with a mean y+ value
less than 1 is able to reproduce correctly the geometry ef-
fects like the arm-blade connections. In our simulations, the
wall refinement used has a cell height of 1.0 × 10−5 m near
the wall and is extended within 15 layers, with a growth rate
of 1.17. After convergence, a maximum y+ value of 2.4 and
a mean value always lower than 0.2 are obtained for the dif-
ferent positions during one turbine revolution and for all the
simulated advance parameters. The inlet conditions are a
flow velocity of 2.3m/s, a turbulence intensity of 2.5%, and
a value ! = 1s−1, which is low and creates no turbulence
decay along the domain. Wall laws are used as lateral, top
and bottom boundary conditions. The outlet conditions are a
constant pressure condition and a zero gradient velocity con-
dition. The dimensions of the simulation domain are 0.60 m
wide, 0.55 m high and 2.5 m long in the direction of the
flow (0.5 m upstream, and 2 m downstream of the turbine).
A view of this domain is presented in Figure 2. To reduce
the number of cells, a symmetry is used on the median plane
(z=0), therefore only the upper half of the domain in Fig-
ure 2 is simulated. The turbine rotation is taken into account
using a dynamic mesh interface between the tunnel domain
and a cylinder containing the turbine. These specifics lead
to a full mesh composed of about 14 million cells, with 9
million cells in the rotor domain. The turbine shaft and its
support structures are not modeled.

The pimpleDyMFoam solver is used to get accurate re-
sults in acceptable time. It is a large time-step transient solver
for incompressible, turbulent flow, using the PIMPLE (merged
PISO-SIMPLE) algorithm. It is able to take into account dy-
namic meshes. The numerical schemes used are second or-
der (backward) for the time, and second order for pressure,
velocity, k and omega (Gauss linear) with a limiter for k and
omega. Classical time step values are used, depending on
the advance parameter � simulated for the turbine. At � ≥2,
which is larger or close to the optimal advance parameter in
the present study, the time step is chosen to correspond to a
rotation of the turbine of 1 degree. This value was recom-

Figure 2: View of the domain and the turbine position in the
simulations. The turbine center (x=y=z=0) corresponds to
the middle of the section

mended by Maître et al. (2013). A smaller time step corre-
sponding to 0.5 degree of rotation is chosen for lower� val-
ues. A maximum of 30 subiterations is chosen for each time
step. Results are obtained only once the two following crite-
ria are met: at least 12 revolutions of the turbine have been
completed, and the flow is converged in the wake. Doing
only 6 revolutions has led to differences with the final force
and power values less than 1%. Using a coarser mesh con-
taining 6 million cells with the same near wall grid has also
led to differences of the same order of magnitude.

The URANS simulation results are compared to experi-
ments using the same reduced-scale Darrieus turbine. New
experiments were conducted in the CERGhydrodynamic tun-
nel TH2 in Grenoble, whose test section is approximately 2
m long with a constant rectangular shape that is 60 cm wide
by 55 cm high. Three different flow velocities are used in
the test section: 1.8 m/s, 2.3 m/s and 2.8 m/s. The turbine is
not centered and is shifted 5 cm towards negative y values,
but simulations showed that this has no influence since the
walls are far enough away from the turbine.

A turbulence grid is located 1 m upstream of the turbine,
and creates homogeneous isotropic turbulence. It has rect-
angular bars of thickness 1 cm regularly spaced each 5 cm in
the two transverse directions. The turbulence intensity has
been measured beforehand without turbine along the tunnel,
and an extrapolation at the turbine location (where the ab-
sence of window is hindering measurements) gives the tur-
bulence intensity value of 5.5 %. This value is different from
the URANS inlet turbulence intensity value, but no signifi-
cant effect is expected because the flow through vertical axis
turbines has a low sensitivity to turbulence. Three different
flow velocities have been tested. The instrumentation of the
turbine is detailed in the work of Maître et al. (2013).

The power production of the turbine is measured via the
electrical torque, and the corresponding power coefficient
Cp is deduced. Cp is equal to the turbine kinetic power P di-
vided by the maximum extractable power from a free stream
flow of velocity U∞, considering the projected section S of
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Figure 3: Comparison of the experimental and URANS blade-
resolved simulation Cp curves

the turbine:

Cp = P
1∕2�SU3∞

(1)

In this equation, � is the density of the water, chosen to
1000 kg∕m3. The Cp curves for each flow velocity are com-
pared to the numerical Cp values obtained with the URANS
blade-resolved simulation of the turbine in Figure 3. All ex-
perimental curves are close which means that there are few
Reynolds effects for those tunnel velocities. The URANS
curve is in good agreement with the experimental ones, with
the highest error for � = 2.

Forces along the streamwise (x) and lateral (y) directions
are measured via piezoelectric sensors, and the correspond-
ing dimensionless force coefficients Cx and Cy are deduced.
In order to compare them with the results of the URANS
blade-resolved simulation that was done without the turbine
shaft, the drag created by this part is estimated using the drag
coefficient curve of an infinite fixed cylinder of the same di-
ameter. The value of 12.3 N is calculated and is added to the
total simulated drag. The comparison of the experimental
and simulation results is presented in Figure 4. The Cx re-
sults are very close, but there are discrepancies in term of Cy
values, with high relative errors since the turbine transverse
force values are small. However the URANS simulation is
validated against the experiments and its results are used to
construct the simplified model as explained in the following
section.
2.2. A force conservative simplified model

In our simplified model, a classical representation of the
turbine is used: force source terms are added in the momen-
tum equations for each cell of the domain swept by the tur-
bine. The method used to obtain a time-averaged force field
from the URANS simulation results consists of two steps.
The first step is to project the forces on a new cylindrical

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
0.25

0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00
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Cx
, C
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Cx_exp 2.8m/s
Cx_URANS
 

Cy_exp 1.8m/s
Cy_exp 2.3m/s
Cy_exp 2.8m/s
Cy_URANS

Figure 4: Comparison of the experimental and URANS blade-
resolved simulation Cx and Cy curves

mesh, which geometry is adapted to represent the Darrieus
force distribution. It is more suitable than using a cartesian
mesh that might lead to a loss of information if the mesh is
too rough, or to discontinuities if the cell sizes are too close
to the URANS cell dimensions. The cylindrical mesh used
is presented in Figure 5. Its cells are the basic volume ele-
ments of a fixed cylindrical coordinate system (O, r, �, z),
which does not rotate with the turbine. The decomposition
is done here for the half of the turbine simulated, and will be
extended later by symmetry to the whole turbine. The zone
where blade forces are present is decomposed into one cell
in the radial direction r, 10 cells in the z-direction and 72
cells along the 360° of � (d� = 5°). The arm forces are ex-
tracted in a domain that contains 10 cells in the radial direc-
tion and 1 cell in z-direction, with d� = 5°. When the simu-
lation is converged, during one turbine revolution, both arm
and blade forces are extracted for each cell of this cylindrical
mesh, for each time step equivalent to 1° or 0.5° of rotation.
This referential being fixed, at each time step, cells of the
cylindrical mesh intersect either a part of the blades or arms
(in this case the corresponding forces are extracted) or only a
fluid part (no forces are extracted). At last, a time-averaging
of those force distributions during the whole turbine revolu-
tion is performed for each cell to obtain a steady-state spatial
distribution of the forces.

The second step is a projection of those forces on a new
cartesian mesh, of which the cell size can be adapted to have
a proper representation of the turbine. This projection step
has been chosen for its simplicity to model whatever num-
ber of turbines in an array without having to take care of
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Figure 5: Cylindrical mesh used to compute the time-averaged
forces to be used in the Actuator model simulations, with the
blade domain mesh on the top and the arm domain mesh on the
bottom. The monitoring cells used in this work are presented
in red

the turbine positions to construct the mesh. Forces from the
cylindrical steady-state force distribution are projected in the
simplified model mesh. The cell forces imposed in the sim-
plified mesh are obtained from a weighting of the forces of
all the neighbor cells of the cylindrical mesh whose center is
comprised within a distance lower than a constant distance
of the code, named dist_action. This is illustrated in Fig-
ure 6 for a two dimension mesh. In the following equations,
the index i is taken for numbering the cells of the simpli-
fied mesh (notedMesℎsimp.), and the index j for cells of thecylindrical mesh (noted Mesℎcyl.). ij is a linear function
of the distance distij between the cells i and j, and is definedas:
ij = dist_action − distij if distij ≤ dist_action (2)

ij = 0 if distij > dist_action (3)
In order to have the conservation of the total forces ap-

plied in the mesh, a factor has to be used to calculate the part
of the force on a cell i due to the influence of the cell j. It is
the function �ij calculated as:

�ij =
ij

∑

k∈Mesℎsimp.
kj

(4)

The total force vector Fi applied on the cell i of the sim-
plified mesh is defined as a function of the cylindrical mesh

Figure 6: 2D view of the force projection: the orange cells are
all the neighbor cells j of the cylindrical mesh used to get the
force applied on the cell i of the simpli�ed model mesh
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Figure 7: View in the horizontal plane z=-2 cm (z∕R=-0.23)
(left) and the vertical plane y=0 (right) of the turbine forces
applied on each cell of the adaptive model

cell forces fj , as:

Fi =
∑

j∈Mesℎcyl.

fj�ij =
∑

j∈Mesℎcyl.

fj × ij
∑

k∈Mesℎsimp.
kj

(5)

It can be easily seen that the addition of the forces Fi for allcells of the simplified mesh is equal to the total force applied
on the cylindrical mesh. Another advantage of this method
is that a smoothing is automatically done close to the borders
of the turbine area. Indeed, even if cells are not comprised in
the turbine swept volume, they witness a force contribution
from cells comprised in a distance dist_action. The factor
dist_action is therefore a smoothing factor of our simula-
tions that has to be chosen carefully.

The force distribution obtained after projection for � =
2 is presented in Figure 7 in the horizontal plane z=-2 cm
(z∕R=-0.23) (under the turbine arms), and the vertical plane
y=0.

A grid sensitivity study has been done. It is linked to the
smoothing parameter dist_action presented before, and both
the cell size dx and this parameter have been tested. In order
to be sure to have at least one cell in the radius direction for
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Figure 8: Velocity pro�les 2D and 8D downstream of the tur-
bine for the di�erent cell sizes dx and dist_action tested

modeling the blades, the parameter dist_action can not be
lower than dx. The velocity deficits at 2 diameters (2D) and
8 diameters (8D) downstream of the turbine are plotted ver-
sus y at the altitude z=-2 cm, for different values of the tested
parameters. They are presented in Figure 8. We observe that
the curves are converging towards the curve with dx=0.005
m. The case with dx=0.01 m and dist_action=0.02 m gives
the same velocity profiles and it will be used in the simu-
lations. It gives better results than using dist_action=0.01
m, because in this last case the arms are badly represented
with only one cell in the z-direction and no vertical forces
imposed, and the near-wake is slightly impacted. The cho-
sen parameters dx=0.01 m and dist_action=0.02 m lead to
a small over estimation of the turbine drag and power of re-
spectively 2.4% and 3.6% compared to the converged values.
2.3. Research of a maximum efficiency operating

point independent of the confinement
A classical representation of the turbine performances is

the power coefficient versus � curve, already presented in
Figure 3. This curve presents a maximum of efficiency for �
close to 2, and can be used to calculate the turbine power pro-
duction in free stream conditions knowing the upstream flow
velocity U∞. With a turbine placed in a restricted section,
for example in a natural channel or between other turbines
in an array, the flow just upstream of the turbine is generally
accelerated compared to an isolated configuration. This ef-
fect is due to the straightening of the streamlines upstream
the turbine. It induces an increase of the turbine extractable
power. As a consequence, the power production can not
be calculated with the performance coefficient of equation
1 anymore.

The confinement number is usually defined asS∕Scℎannel,with Scℎannel the cross section of the channel simulated. In
the present simulations, the domain height is kept constant
and the confinement is changed in the horizontal direction,
to correspond to turbines close to each other always located
at the same water depth. A lateral confinement is defined as
� = D∕b, with D the turbine diameter and b the horizontal

dimension of the channel chosen for each simulation.
Three different confinement geometries are simulatedwith

the URANS model: �=0.29, �=0.44 , and �=0.58. Different
advance parameters are used to draw the power coefficient
curves. For each simulation, a mean local velocity Ulocal iscalculated to obtain a new local advance parameter �∗, de-
fined as:

�∗ = ΩD∕(2Ulocal) (6)
The local velocity is calculated as the mean streamwise ve-
locity value in all cells of the cylinder swept by the vertical
axis turbine, that is time-averaged over one turbine revolu-
tion.

The local power coefficient Cp* is defined using the local
velocity instead of the free stream velocity, as:

Cp∗ = P
1∕2�SU3local

(7)

The local force coefficients for each components of forces
(the local thrust coefficient Cx* and the equivalent coeffi-
cients in the 2 other directions Cy* and Cz*) are defined in
the same way, using the local velocity instead of the free
stream velocity, and depending on the three components of
the total forces applied on the turbine Fx,y,z :

C∗x,y,z =
Fx,y,z

1∕2�SU2local
(8)

The Cp versus � curves are presented for each confine-
ment in Figure 9.a, and compared to the corresponding Cp∗
versus �∗ curves in Figure 9.b. The labels added on this
last plot correspond to the respective � values used for each
calculation point. The Cp versus � curves are different for
each confinement, and the maximum efficiency values are
increasing as the confinement is increasing. The maximum
of efficiency is also slightly shifted towards larger � values
as the confinement is raised. However the Cp* versus �∗
curves are all superimposed. A 4tℎ order polynomial fitting
curve has been drawn, using the method of least squares with
all the Cp* calculated points. All points are very close to
the fitting curve, in regard to the simulation uncertainties.
A justification is proposed for the existence of this unique
curve. The turbine performances are increased if the veloc-
ity triangles on its blades are favorable. It means that the
angle of attack on the blades has to be optimized. This angle
depends on the relative velocity, and the �∗ parameter is a
good spatial average representation of this velocity for the
whole turbine volume. Therefore a same �∗ parameter leads
approximately to the same power coefficient.

The classical and local force coefficients on the x and y
axes are drawn in Figures 10 and 11. The force values in the
z-direction are not presented. 4tℎ order polynomial fitting
curves have been plotted using all the simulated Cx* and
Cy* points. The dimensionless local force coefficients are
also independent from the confinement in Figures 10.b and
11.b.
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Finally, time-averaged force values at several turbine lo-
cations have been monitored in the cylindrical mesh. The
chosen locations are shown in Figure 5. The positions 1
and 2 are located in the zone of strong radial and tangential
forces, at the angle �=207.5 °. Position 1 is at the turbine
center altitude (z=0), and position 2 is located at z∕R=0.46
where there is no influence of the arms. Position 3 is located
at z∕R=0.46, at the most upstream position of the turbine
(� close to 180°). The cell forces for those monitored cells
are also made dimensionless using the local velocity to get
the coefficients cx, y, z∗cell. The values cx∗cell and cy∗cell areplotted versus �∗ for the three different confinement config-
urations in Figure 12. Only three � values have been simu-
lated. The piecewise linear curves are drawn with the three
points obtained for the confinement case � = 0.29. For each
position, the points obtained for the other confinement cases
are located on these curves, even if small discrepancies oc-
cur. The monitoring on all the other cells gives the same
order of accuracy. Excepted the calculation uncertainties, a
source of discrepancies can be the fact that the mean local
velocity over the whole Darrieus turbine is used, and forces
can be locally slightly different for some confinement cases
if the flow velocity and angle of attack are locally modified,
for example by the presence of nearby channel walls. How-
ever, it is shown that those dimensionless force coefficients
obtained for each cell of the cylindrical mesh are also inde-
pendent from the confinement. They will be used later in the
adaptive model without any additional confinement correc-
tion.

Each Cp versus � curve in Figure 9.a has a different point
of maximum efficiency. Those points are found using the
different polynomial fitting curves. For each confinement,
the order of the fitting polynomial is the number of simu-
lated points minus one. The corresponding Cp* and �∗ are
calculated and presented in Table 1. It appears that the Cp*
and �∗ values found are close to each others. Taking the aver-
age of those points is a good approximation of a maximum
efficiency operating point, independent from confinement.
The maximum differences in terms of �∗ and Cp* between
two points are noted respectivelyΔ�∗ andΔCp∗. The uncer-
tainty analysis for the maximum power output Pmax is doneas following:

Pmax = 1∕2�SU3localCp
∗ =

�S(ΩD∕2)3Cp∗

2�∗3
(9)

⟹
ΔPmax
Pmax

= −3Δ�
∗

�∗
+
ΔCp∗

Cp∗
(10)

By using values found in Table 1, the relative errorΔCp∗∕Cp∗
is lower than 2.7% and the relative error Δ�∗∕�∗ lower than
3%, which gives a total error on themaximum power produc-
tion always lower than 11.7%. Therefore, using �∗=3.6 and
Cp*=1.98 is a good approximation for imposing the best ef-
ficiency operating point in the simulations, for any possible
flow configuration.

Table 1

Interpolated local parameters corresponding to the
points of maximum e�ciency for the 3 con�nement cases

�lat � Cp Ulocal �∗ Cp∗

�lat = 0, 29 1.825 0.273 1.19 3.53 1.932
�lat = 0, 44 1.925 0.301 1.23 3.61 1.982
�lat = 0, 58 2.05 0.341 1.27 3.70 2.036

2.4. The adaptive model implementation
In real operating cases, the turbine performances and the

forces applied on the turbine depend on the configuration of
the flow through the turbine. The aim here is to develop an
adaptive model that calculates automatically the forces and
performances depending on this flow using the �∗ parameter.

The calculation loop steps for the so-called adaptivemodel
are summarized in Figure 13. Dimensionless URANS force
distributions (the cx∗cell and cy∗cell distributions from Figure
12, and the corresponding cz∗cell) have been extracted on thecylindrical mesh for three �∗ values: 1.4, 4.25 and 9.7. A
linear interpolation is done for each cell if the chosen �∗ is
located in-between those values. The force coefficients are
then multiplied by the term 1∕2�SU2local to get the force dis-tributions that will be projected on the cartesian mesh, ac-
cording to the previous paragraph. Those forces are added
in the Navier-Stokes equations, then the flow and the new
local velocity are calculated for the current iteration. After
convergence, the final Ulocal value is calculated and the Cp∗versus �∗ curve of Figure 9.b is used to calculate the corre-
sponding power production of the turbine.

The adaptive model is tested for different configurations:
for the CERG test case in next section, and for array cal-
culations in section 4. The CERG test case simulation is
performed as a model validation. The adaptive model in
which the force distribution is an unknown is compared with
the force conservation model using the forces given by the
URANS calculations. Moreover a 2D version of these two
models removing the z-direction has been implemented to
measure the effect of the 2D assumption on the results. The
same software and setup are used (and the same cell size
dx=dy=0.01 m in the central zone). The only differences
are the domain size which is modified to keep the same tur-
bine confinement, and the force distributionwhich is adapted
in 2D. The confinement in 3D is DH∕(bℎ) = 0.0928. In
2D, the value b=188.6 cm is chosen to have the same con-
finement value D∕b = 0.0928. The z-component of force
vanishes in 2D. Because the turbine height is set equal to
1m, the x and y components F 2Dx,y are calculated for each
(r, �) position in the cylindrical mesh as the sum of the 3D
cell forces F 3Dx,y along z (with cell altitude indices zk rangingfrom zkmin to zkmax) divided by the height of the turbine
H:

F 2Dx,y (r, �) =
zkmax
∑

zk=zkmin

F 3Dx,y (r, �, zk)

H
(11)
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Figure 13: Computation loop of the adaptive model

In the case of array calculations, the low array confine-
ment is enough to have no influence on the results anymore,
therefore the same x and y-domain lengths are used both in
the 2D and 3D models.

3. Simulation results for a single machine
3.1. The test-case setup

To check the validity of the simulation results, PIV mea-
surements have been realized on the experimental hydrody-
namic tunnel downstream of the turbine, in several horizon-
tal planes of different altitudes. The reference plane is lo-
cated at the altitude z=1 cm, then 5 planes are located above
it and 5 planes below it. Each of the consecutive planes are
separated by a 4 cm increment in the z-direction. Vertical
profiles of the axial velocity are reconstructed at several x-
positions downstream of the axis of the turbine with the val-
ues obtained on the horizontal planes. The experimental val-
ues present a shift of approximately 3 cm towards the top of
the tunnel compared to the simulations. It has been observed
that the peculiar geometry of the flume with an upstream
half-convergent section placed only in the lower part of the
tunnel creates a z-component of velocity close to 0.05 m/s.
This deviates progressively the wake of the turbine towards
the top. Hence all measurement points altitudes are shifted
of -3 cm when compared to the numerical results. The refer-
ence plane will therefore be described as the plane of altitude
z=-2 cm when compared to numerical results.

The simulation domain is the domain already presented
in Figure 2, that corresponds to the experimental setup. The
k-Omega Shear Stress Transport turbulence model is used.
The uniform inlet velocity of 2.3 m/s is chosen, and the tur-
bulence inlet values are chosen to k = 0.0711m2∕s2 and
! = 90s−1 in order to have the turbulence intensity value of
5.5 % and the correct turbulence decay at the turbine loca-
tion.
3.2. Wake results

The advance parameter � = 2 is first simulated with all
models. It is slightly different from the point of maximum
efficiency presented in Table 1. The corresponding forces
calculated via the URANS simulation are imposed for the

force-conservation model, and �∗ = 4.25 is now imposed
in the adaptive model, that was the local advance parameter
calculated in the URANS simulation at � = 2. The wakes
obtained are compared to the experimental one. The trans-
verse velocity profiles are plotted in Figure 14 in the hori-
zontal plane of altitude z=-2 cm (z∕R=0.23), at several po-
sitions downstream of the turbine (at the distances 2D, 3D,...
downstream of the turbine axis). The available vertical ve-
locity profiles are plotted at the same positions downstream
of the turbine in Figure 15, at the lateral position y=0 cm.
We observe that both 3D models give sensibly the same re-
sults, even if the forces imposed are slightly different: the
turbine drags are respectively equal to 80,2N and 84,3N for
the force-constant and the adaptive cases though the exper-
imental drag without the axis drag is equal to 79,9N. The
velocity in the wake is indeed little sensitive to the imposed
force values. Regarding the vertical profiles, results aremore
accurate in the lower part where the shaft of the turbine is
not present in the experiments, than in the upper part where
the shaft is present in the experiments but not in the simula-
tions. In both Figures, the 3D simulation results are in good
agreement with the experiments in the far-wake, at distances
larger or equal to 4D or 6D. There are discrepancies in the
near-wake, that are common with the use of Actuator force
models. The eddies generated by the turbine blades are not
calculated with those models but may influence the velocity
field in the near-wake. Therefore we can not expect to have
accurate predictions in the near-wake, but the model is vali-
dated for modeling turbine arrays with distances higher than
4D between consecutive turbines.

The turbulent kinetic energy (k) profiles are also plotted
at the same positions in the horizontal plane of altitude z=-
2 cm, in Figure 16. The differences found between the two
models are insufficient to act on the velocity profiles. The
turbulent kinetic energy is over-estimated in both simplified
models compared to the experiments. It causes the wake to
decay fast enough, which was not the case for axial turbine in
classical Actuator Diskmodels for which authors tried to add
extra turbulence source terms at the disk position (Nguyen
et al., 2016). Our vertical axis Actuator force model creates
this extra turbulent kinetic energy by itself, which makes the
velocity recover fast enough in the wake.

Regarding the horizontal profiles obtained with the 2D
simulations, the velocity deficit does not decrease fast enough
and there are big discrepancies in the far-wake. In the turbu-
lence theory (Pope, 2000), the velocity deficit decay of an ax-
isymmetric wake as a function of the position x is following
the function x−2∕3 in 3D, whereas it is following the function
x−1∕2 in 2D that decreases slower. This is due to geometrical
aspects, as the wake limits where the mixing occurs are an
area circling the wake in 3D, and only two lines in both sides
of the wake in 2D. Therefore 2D models are not expected to
give correct results for the wake prediction without adding
any extra correcting force or turbulence source term.

However 2Dmodels requiremuch smaller calculation ef-
forts. To quantify the discrepancies that can be introduced
by these models, the 2D version of the developed model has
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Figure 14: Transverse velocity pro�les for each model and the experiment at several positions x/D downstream of the turbine, in
the horizontal plane of altitude z=-2 cm (z∕R=-0.23)
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Figure 15: Vertical velocity pro�les for each model and the experiment at several positions x/D downstream of the turbine, in
the vertical plane y=0 cm

been compared to the 3D one in terms of power production
and velocity deficits, in the next sections.
3.3. Power production results

The force conservation model results are presented for
the cases � = 1, � = 2 and � = 3, as well as the corre-
sponding adaptive model results for �∗ = 1.4, �∗ = 4.25
and �∗ = 9.7. The Table 2 summarizes the experimental,
URANS, and the two aforementioned models results with
the calculated local velocity, �, �∗, C∗p , power (P) and rela-
tive error on power (Er. P). The URANS simulation is taken
as reference because its force values are used rather than the
experimental ones in the two Actuator force models.

For the case � = 2 (close to the optimal advance parame-
ter), both 2Dmodels present high power production discrep-
ancies and are not accurate for calculating this value. In 3D
as well as in 2D, results are more accurate for the adaptive
model. The local velocity calculated is closer to the URANS

calculated one. The power production is hence better calcu-
lated, with errors of 3.5% (14.3% in 2D) for the adaptive
model and 21.5% (56.4% in 2D) for the force conservation
model. The larger error value obtainedwith the force conser-
vation model is due to an overestimation of the local velocity
leading to an overestimation of the power using equation 7.
The force conservation approach is the classical approach
and implies a conservation of the total forces. But this ap-
proach might not be the best to model the flow through the
turbine and its wake. Another approach would be to enforce
the flow rate through the turbine, which might create a more
accurate wake in the simulation. The adaptive model is a
compromise between those two approaches. In this model,
neither the force values nor the local velocity Ulocal are con-served, but the �∗ value is imposed. It gives a relation link-
ing the local velocity and the forces imposed, that leads to a
compromise between the conservation of those two values.

For the lower advance parameter � = 1, corresponding
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Figure 16: Transverse turbulent kinetic energy pro�les for each model and the experiment at several positions x/D downstream
of the turbine, in the horizontal plane of altitude z=-2 cm (z∕R=-0.23)
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Table 2

Comparison of the main criteria for the experiments, the
URANS simulation and the two Actuator force models for three
advance parameters

Model � = 2 Ulocal � �∗ C∗
p P (W) Er. P

URANS (ref) 1.094 2 4.25 2.32 48.9 ��
Experiment �� 2 �� �� 44.3 -9.4%
for.-cons. 3D 1.239 2 3.71 2.04 59.4 21.5%
adaptive 3D 1.125 2.08 4.25 2.32 50.6 3.5%
for.-cons. 2D 1.421 2 3.24 1.75 76.5 56.4%
adaptive 2D 1.163 2.15 4.25 2.32 55.9 14.3%

Model � = 1 Ulocal � �∗ C∗
p P (W) Er. P

URANS (ref) 1.644 1 1.4 0.29 19.7 ��
Experiment �� 1 �� �� 21.4 8.6%
for.-cons. 3D 1.657 1 1.4 0.29 18.8 -4.6%
adaptive 3D 1.649 1.01 1.4 0.29 19.9 1.0%

Model � = 3 Ulocal � �∗ C∗
p P (W) Er. P

URANS (ref) 0.709 3 9.7 -1.92 -10.5 ��
Experiment �� 3 �� �� -4.4 -58.1%
for.-cons. 3D 0.964 3 7.2 2.12 29.1 -377%
adaptive 3D 0.743 3.12 9.7 -2.03 -11.4 8.6%

to the case of a high stream velocity or a low turbine rota-
tion speed, the power production is correctly estimated with
both 3D models, because the local velocity is always cor-
rectly predicted. For the higher advance parameter � = 3
that corresponds to a high turbine rotation speed or a low
stream velocity, results are less accurate. But this case is ex-
treme with even a negative turbine power production that is
small in magnitude. As a result, small discrepancies on the
local velocity lead to high relative errors on the power. How-
ever the adaptive model produces less than 9 % error on the
power production, and this model is suitable to estimate the
power production for a wide range of advance parameters
between 1 and 3.

4. Tidal turbine array calculations
4.1. The different configuration setups

The aforementioned adaptive model is used in this sec-
tion to compute several configurations of turbine arrays. The
2D and 3D models are considered. The lateral spacing (dis-
tance between two consecutive turbine centers in a row) is
first tested in a fence configuration, with 8 turbines side by
side. A configuration of two rows of turbine with staggered
positions (8 turbines in the first row, and 7 turbines in the
second row) is also studied, with different lateral spacing
and distances between the two rows (denoted axial spacing).
The same turbine reduced-scaled model of height 17.5 cm is
kept.

For all cases, a same mesh refined in the central zone
around the turbines is used. It is presented in Figure 17. The
constant cell height dz=1 cm is used in the whole domain.
Cubic cells of size dx=dy=dz=1 cm are used in the central
zone. The domain height is 55 cm and the turbines are lo-

Figure 17: 2D view of the farm mesh and the turbine positions
for the staggered con�guration with 4D lateral spacing and
15D axial spacing

cated at mid-height, to remain close to real oceanic configu-
rations where turbines are expected to occupy approximately
the central third of thewater column height. The central zone
extends up to 18D in both y-directions, and 3D upstream and
25D downstream of the first turbine row in the x-direction.
The distance L=7D is introduced as the distance between
the two extreme turbine centers of a 8-turbine fence if no
space is left between two adjacent turbines. An inflation of
maximum growth rate 1.2 is used in the x and y directions
along an upstream distance of 5L, a downstream distance
of 20L, and a lateral distance of 6.6L. With this mesh the
boundary conditions are far away and are not influencing the
calculations anymore. The total mesh size is about 26 mil-
lion cells. Symmetry conditions are used in the two lateral,
the upper and the lower domain boundaries. The inlet ve-
locity of 2.253 m/s in the x-direction is chosen. The inlet
turbulence intensity is set to 2.5 %, with a value ! = 1s−1
that ensures almost no turbulence decay all along the farm.
The same outlet conditions as for the single machine sim-
ulations are used. A number of iterations of 20 000 is re-
quired to obtain a convergence in terms of local velocity and
power production. It leads to calculation times of about 4600
core hours (on nodes Intel Sandy Bridge EP E5-2670, 8c/2.6
GHz/20M/8 GT/s with 4GBRAM/core), which is an accept-
able time lower than for a single rotor URANS simulation.
Moreover the domain length influence and the cell refine-
ment in the array wake (more than 1L downstream of the
array) have not been tested and it is more than likely that the
cell number could be drastically reduced without significant
differences in the results.

The simulations are realized with the values �∗ = 3.6
and Cp*=1.98 in order to stay close to the optimum of power
production, as explained in the former sections. All the tested
farm cases are summarized in Table 3.
4.2. Fence configuration results

The velocity colormap and the streamlines in the hori-
zontal plane of altitude z=-2 cm are presented in Figure 18
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Figure 18: Axial velocity colormap and streamlines in the horizontal plane of altitude z=-2 cm for the fence con�guration with
a lateral distance of 1.2D between the di�erent turbine axis, with: a) 3D model result ; b) 2D model result

Figure 19: Axial velocity colormap and streamlines in the horizontal plane of altitude z=-2 cm for the staggered con�guration
with an axial distance of 15D and a lateral distance of 1.5D between the di�erent turbine axis, with: a) 3D model result ; b) 2D
model result

for the fence configuration with the lateral spacing of 1.2D.
Both 2D model results (in the right) and 3D model results
(in the left) are presented. For this spacing, the wakes of
all turbines are joining to form a unique wake that contin-
ues until a distance of several L downstream of the fence.
A slight global deviation of the wake towards negative y-
values occurs. The velocity deficit is highly overestimated
in the far-wake for the 2D model. It is in agreement with the
behavior of this model that overestimates the velocity deficit
for a single turbine wake (as already shown in Figure 14).

Results in term of power production are analyzed here-
after. The dimensionless farm power (DFP) is defined to

compare the total power production to the maximal one pro-
duced by the same number N of isolated turbines with the
same inlet velocity, as:

DFP =
N
∑

i=0

Pi
N × 1∕2�SCmaxp U3∞

(12)

Cmaxp = 0.273 is the maximal power coefficient value
obtained from the URANS simulations for the less confined
case in Table 1 (that is close to the non confined case). The
results for the different lateral spacing are presented in Fig-
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Figure 20: Axial velocity colormap and streamlines in the horizontal plane of altitude z=-2 cm for the staggered con�guration
with an axial distance of 15D and a lateral distance of 4D between the di�erent turbine axis, with: a) 3D model result ; b) 2D
model result

Table 3

Inter-turbine distances for the fence farm cases and the
staggered farm cases

Fence con�guration

lateral spacing
1.2D 1.5D 2D 3D 4D

Staggered con�guration

lateral spacing axial spacing

1.5D � 5D 10D 15D
4D 0D 5D 10D 15D

ure 21. The results for the same simulations using the 2D
model are also shown.

In the fence, the closer the turbines are to each other,
the higher the extracted power is. The same behavior is ob-
served both in 2D and 3D. The 2D model overestimates the
local blockage effect because the stream can not flow above
or under the turbines. When the lateral spacing is lower than
3D, a 10 to 24 % power increase is obtained compared to
turbines in free stream conditions. This is coherent with re-
sults presented by McNaughton et al. (2019), that found out
a power increase of 20 % for an experimental fence of two
axial tidal turbines. The local blockage effect in our study
is higher due to the higher number of turbines and certainly
increases again the power production. Vogel and Willden
(2019) found out a maximum power increase of 16 % for
their 8-turbine fence simulated with a BEM method adapt-
ing to the flow conditions. The trend is respected in our sim-
ulations. However this extra-power extracted from the fluid
creates a stronger velocity deficit in the wake, that might de-
crease the production of a potential second turbine row that

1 2 3 4
lateral spacing x/D

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

DF
P

3Dmodel_fence
2Dmodel_fence

Figure 21: Fence dimensionless power production depending
on the lateral spacing used

would be added. Therefore a two-row staggered configura-
tion is studied in the following section.
4.3. Staggered configuration results

The staggered configuration wakes are presented in Fig-
ure 19 for the lateral spacing of 1.5D and the axial spacing
of 15D, and in Figure 20 for the lateral spacing of 4D and the
axial spacing of 15D. Both 3Dmodel results (case a) and 2D
model results (case b) are presented. In the first configura-
tion, the velocity deficit in the wake of the first line is far
higher than in the second case, where the low local blockage
allows the flow in-between the turbines. The flow reaching
the second row has a decreased velocity and a lower power
production is expected. The global farm wake recovers also
slower than for the higher lateral spacing case. In Figure
19, the velocity deficit just upstream of the second row is far
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higher for the 2D model. The power production of the sec-
ond row calculated with this model is expected to be small
compared to the 3D model one. In Figure 20.b, the wakes
of the first row turbines extend in-between the second-row
turbines for the central turbines. But the first row wakes are
partially impacting the 4 turbines of the second row located
the most at the outsides. Therefore their power production
are decreased.

The power production results of the staggered configu-
rations are presented in Figure 22. The 3D model results
are first analyzed. The solution maximizing the power pro-
duction is to put all turbines on the same line (the staggered
case with the axial spacing of 0D and lateral spacing of 4D
is then equivalent to a 15-turbine fence with a lateral spac-
ing of 2D). It is also noticed from Figures 21 and 22 that in
this case, the DFP is 1.18, higher than the one obtained in
the fence of 8 turbines with 2D lateral spacing (DFP=1.14).
Adding turbines in a row increases the local blockage effect
and the DFP. In the staggered cases, the lateral spacing of
1.5D hinders the flow to pass through the first row, and the
flow reaching the second rowwitnesses a big velocity deficit.
As a result, the power production of the second row is highly
decreased and the dimensionless farm power is impacted,
with values lower than 1. Consequences are less grave if the
second row is far enough from the first one, with a dimen-
sionless farm power higher than one for the distance 15D.
For the lateral spacing of 4D, the flow is reaching the sec-
ond rowwithout any velocity deficit, and the second rowwit-
nesses even a slight local velocity increase. The farm power
increase is close to 10 % for all axial spacing of the second
row between 5D and 15D. The staggered configuration ben-
efits less from the local blockage effects than the fence con-
figuration with the same number of turbines placed close to
each other. For more rows in a staggered disposition, the
power harnessed is also expected to decrease if rows are too
close, with better results if a bigger lateral spacing is kept
between all turbines. Keeping a lateral distance sufficient
enough for the stream to flow besides the first row turbines,
and an axial spacing of 15D between two consecutive rows,
seems enough to have a global farm wake recovery, and to
enable one to put extra turbine rows without huge power de-
crease.

Regarding the 2D model, the same behavior is observed
but there are big discrepancies on the calculated DFP values.
With the lateral spacing of 1.5D, the second row power pro-
duction is always highly reduced because the velocity deficit
created by the first row is overestimated with the 2D model.
The DFP calculated are lower than 0.8 for all those cases.
The axial spacing of 15D is not enough to have a velocity
deficit recover in 2D, contrary to the 3D model. For the
lateral spacing of 4D, the first row wakes are expanding in-
between the second row turbines when the two rows are close
enough and the power production is not decreased compared
to the 3D model. It starts to decrease when the axial spacing
is higher than 10D. An explanation can be that some of the
first row wakes are impacting the second row turbines and
decreasing their power production, as already presented be-
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Figure 22: Staggered con�guration dimensionless farm produc-
tion depending on the axial spacing used, for the two lateral
spacing tested

fore. Finally the 2D model is not accurate to compute the
farm power production.

5. Conclusions
Different URANS blade-resolved simulations of a ver-

tical axis Darrieus turbine have been performed to feed a
steady-state 3D Actuator force model. The calculated tur-
bine forces are time averaged over one turbine revolution to
obtain a detailed spatial force distribution, instead of the uni-
form force distribution of standard Actuator Disk models or
their equivalent for vertical axis turbines. This method re-
places the classical BEM approach to obtain the force distri-
bution.

The URANS computations have been performed for dif-
ferent turbine lateral confinements, in order to draw several
classical power coefficient and force coefficient curves. When
the coefficients are plotted as a function of the local veloc-
ity instead of the free-stream velocity, the curves become
independent of the confinement. Those curves are used to
construct an adaptive model independent of the turbine con-
finement or the local blockage effect. It gives a good esti-
mation of the power production of a single turbine with only
3.5 % relative error at advance parameters close to the max-
imum efficiency point, and less than 9 % for extreme oper-
ating points. The model is also calculating correctly the far-
wake flow at distances higher than 4D or 6D, but presents
discrepancies for the near-wake velocity profiles.

An operating point close to themaximum efficiency point
has been found for the simulated turbine. For this point,
the turbine power production is calculated with an error al-
ways lower than 11.7 %, whatever the local blockage is. It
is used in several farm configurations and could be a start-
ing point for future optimization simulations, which could
be performed with the model presented here that requires
relatively low computational efforts.

Amongst the tested farm configurations, the fence con-
figurationwith the lowest inter-turbine spacing gives the high-
est farm power production. A maximum power increase of
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24 % is found for the 8-turbine fence with a lateral spacing of
1.2D. Staggered farm configurations benefit less from local
blockage effects even if an optimization of the lateral and ax-
ial inter-turbine spacing still has to be done. A compromize
has to be found between having closely spaced first row tur-
bines harvesting a lot of power, and still a sufficient power
production in the next rows.

The same calculations have been performed using 2D
models. For the single turbine simulation, the local veloc-
ity is calculated with large discrepancies, that lead to large
power production discrepancies. 2D models might be suffi-
cient to deduce general trends concerning the turbine posi-
tioning in an array, but they prove to produce large errors to
calculate the array power production.

Finally the 3D model seems promising for calculating
arrays of vertical axis water turbines. A comparison to mea-
surements in the case of wake interactions between several
turbines still has to be done to confirm the model. The whole
methodology could also be applied to axial tidal turbines of
any shape. The model validity still has to be checked for
those turbines, for which the wake decay mechanisms are
different.
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